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according to "the internet movie database" the harold (harold) can be "el presidente of the internet movie database" or "harold of the internet movie database." in the movie he's "harold of the internet movie database," but in the series he's "el presidente of the internet movie database." kate winslet plays a
character who falls in love with her school teacher because she believes he isn't attracted to her. the character makes every effort to put on a show of beauty in front of other people, but she's uncomfortable with the fact that she is unattractive in private. violence: black breaks out his taser in a scene; kirby is

left for dead; unspecified people are tied up at the apartment, threatened with a gun, and a horse is knocked down; kirby is hit by a car and his leg is broken; in two scenes, people are assaulted, hit, spit on, and attacked with a baseball bat; and, in one scene, a mugger attacks black. sexual content: in one
scene, two female characters go skinny-dipping in a river, and, in another scene, black takes a shower with a sexy woman whose body is seen through sheer lingerie. language: "s--t," "mother f----r," "ass--buster," "f---ing," "bull----," "bitch," "d--n," and "damn" appear in several scenes; a character says, "fuck"

and "hell" a few times; "bitch" is used in reference to rose's name. norton buzz video: "rene kirby is a 20-year-old man living with spina bifida -- spinal bifida. the spinal cord has been severed, and it means there is no feeling below the waist. the doctors have told him he has the full benefit of a 'normal' life, but
he knows what that means to him. he's sick and he is afraid of dying. one day he finds himself in a river roaming forlornly in search of a cure, and a beautiful young woman takes him into her home for a bath.
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this film is thoughtful, poignant and filled with love. it's hard to believe that in spite of my rave reviews, and ultimately my
regard for the other films in this series, the best of warren adams is a better film. its high point is jack black in his best
character to date, but there are fine performances from kyra sedgwick and siobhan fallon hogan as well as legendary

hollywood figure and composer elmer bernstein; adam sandler shows he has a career to save, and gosselaar is hilarious
and touching as a braying hick--he and ashby have the best rapport ever. with the exception of a rather tasteless scene
that played like an attempt to raise the laughs by pandering to the lowest common denominator (a fantasy topless-nude
abortion scene), the best of warren adams is one of the most agreeable movies of the year. on the other hand, the low
point is one of the worst things ive ever seen: an incomprehensible, constant, deliberately annoying slow motion that
ashby needed to film because it was said to be revolutionary. if it had been the slow motion in grease 2, it would have

improved its odds in the history books. the farrellys didnt have one; the coens had the black comedy, the griffin brothers,
the slow-burners. the hays code, in fact, was responsible for some of the best, most honest work--the john huston ink, not

blood, the klansmen, they shoot horses, don't they?, the bad and the beautiful, and no way out--in hollywood. and the
majority of the finest films were made by these guys. perhaps the high point of hal ashby's career was coming home, the
anthem of the vietnam war generation. coming home may still exist, i dont know. i dont know if ashby himself is still alive.

the financial collapse of the hays code in 1968 may have been its high point. however, in ashby's life, so many things
came at once. he was already a director. a screenwriter. a writer-director. a third of his time was spent trying to make a
business of his movies for united artists (the studio had a joint venture with the irish millionaire seamus mcgreevy called
mcgreevy-ua). he must have had more than his share of neuroses. he had to appear as a hero at a time when quite a few
directors, mostly up-and-coming younger ones, gave some of us the creeps. and he had to function as a dignified figure
even when his movies became more and more of a joke. and he was a completely likable fellow who made people feel
good. he was, by the way, quite an egotist. at one time, he made a point of telling me, his best friend, that he was a

better writer-director than i was, though he had yet to make a more successful film than i had. he always had a grudge
against godard, who, he said, had no sense of humor. the downside, as i say, was that he was bombastic and narcissistic,

and at times, whiny, ill-tempered and nasty. 5ec8ef588b
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